The History of Ethics:

Held begins by summarizing several historical moves in philosophy, with the goal of showing how ethics has generally rejected feminine values. She notes that philosophers have typically focused on rationality (typically associated with masculinity) as a way of controlling the emotions (typically associated with femininity). She illustrates this trend with several examples:

- The form/matter distinction in Greek philosophy;
- Aristotle’s conception of the household and the polis;
- The conceptualization of mothering as natural, rather than distinctively human;
- Hobbes’ account of human nature;
- Etc.

Held argues that traditionally, the feminine has been conceived as something to be overcome, rather than celebrated. Female experience has been largely irrelevant to morality. Held argues that these views distort human experience. She suggests that because these attitudes and assumptions are so deeply ingrained, it is impossible to simply “absorb the gender that has been ‘left behind’” (327). Rather, we must recognize the moral value of the feminine and shape moral theory in such a way as to account for these values. While she does not offer a unified theory, she suggests three focal points for transformation: the split between reason and emotion, the public/private distinction, and the conception of the self.
Held argues that a genuinely universal moral theory must take into account both men’s and women’s experiences. Focusing on women’s experience of moral problems reveals that traditional ethics has typically ignored relationships between embodied persons. Women’s experience has tended to be less concerned with applying abstract principles of justice, and more concerned with the moral emotions and an ethics of care. Rather than preserving rationality at the expense of the emotions, women’s experience both respects and requires the development of moral emotions as a partial basis for morality. In contrast, traditional views of ethics, which often appeal to “mutually disinterested rational individuals,” do not take these values into account (333).

The Public and the Private

Held argues that gender biases have distorted traditional conceptions of the distinction between the public and the private. While the household has historically been framed “as if on an island beyond politics” and identified with nature, the public domain has been identified with what is “distinctively human” (334). Dominant patterns of thought have seen women, and specifically mothering, as closer to nature and less distinctively human. However, Held argues that this reveals a bias as human mothering is no more “natural” than any other human activity. She suggests that moral theorists ought to be highly concerned with the transformative creation of new persons. Revising the realm of morality to account for the “private” can offer guidance with regard to human relationships.

The Concept of Self

Held claims that traditionally, ethical theory has been concerned with the “poles of individual self and universal all” (337). That is, the interests of the self must be reconciled with the interests of others. Held argues that traditional views of ethics have neglected moral relations and artificially pitted the isolated self against others. This has resulted in an individualistic view of morality that does not account for our ties to other persons. For instance, universal theories that apply to “all rational beings” cannot account for the moral value of relationships (339). Because the self is fundamentally relational, ethical theories that frame individuals as isolated beings cannot be successful. Gendered accounts of ethics rightly value autonomy, but fail to appreciate the caring and relational connectedness that is distinctive of women’s experience. Thinking of the self as an individualistic, bounded entity distorts much of what is valuable about human relationships. Rethinking this conception of the self avoids these problems in favor of an account that takes social context seriously and allows for the development of a “moral satisfactory relational self” (344).
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